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GLOBAL SOLUTIONS TO INVOLUTIVE SYSTEMS

A. P. BERGAMASCO, A. KIRILOV, W. V. L. NUNES, AND S. L. ZANI

(Communicated by Mei-Chi Shaw)

Abstract. In this work we consider a class of systems of two vector fields
on the 3-torus associated to a closed smooth complex 1-form c = a + ib with
b exact. Necessary conditions and sufficient conditions for this system to be
globally solvable are provided in terms of the position of the global extrema
and the connectedness of sublevel and superlevel sets of the primitives of b,
together with arithmetical properties of the periods of a.

1. Introduction

Consider a smooth closed 1-form c = c1dt1 + c2dt2 defined on the torus T2.
Associated to this 1-form we have the following system of vector fields defined on
T3 .

= R3/2πZ3:

(1.1) Lj =
∂

∂tj
+ cj(t)

∂

∂x
, j = 1, 2,

where (t, x) = (t1, t2, x) are the coordinates in T3 .
= T2

(t1,t2)
× T1

x.

We set aj = Re cj , bj = Im cj , j = 1, 2, a = a1dt1 + a2dt2 and b
.
= b1dt1 + b2dt2.

We also define

c10 =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

c1(τ1, 0)dτ1 and c20 =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

c2(0, τ2)dτ2,

which are known as the periods of c(t). Also, aj0
.
= Re cj0, bj0

.
= Im cj0, j = 1, 2.

Since c(t) is closed, the system (1.1) defines an involutive structure in T3 (see
[8, 10]).

If u ∈ D ′(T3), and f1, f2 ∈ C∞(T3) are such that

L1u = f1 and L2u = f2,

then

L1f2 = L2f1.

Taking Fourier series with respect to x in the equations

∂u

∂tj
+ cj(t)

∂u

∂x
= fj , j = 1, 2,
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we are led to

∂û

∂tj
(t, n) + incj(t)û(t, n) = f̂j(t, n), n ∈ Z.

Let C : R2 → C be a primitive of the pull-back of c via the universal covering
Π : R2 → T2.

If n ∈ Z is such that n(c10, c20) ∈ Z2, then

T2 � t �→ einC(t)

is well defined, and we have

∂

∂tj

(
einC(t)û(t, n)

)
= einC(t)f̂j(t, n),

in other words, the 1-form

einC(t)
(
f̂1(t, n)dt1 + f̂j(t, n)dt2

)
is exact, whenever n(c10, c20) ∈ Z2.

Let E be the set of pairs of functions f1, f2 ∈ C∞(T3), satisfying L1f2 = L2f1,
and such that

einC(t)(f̂1(t, n)dt1 + f̂2(t, n)dt2)

is exact, whenever n(c10, c20) ∈ Z2.

Definition 1.1. The system (1.1) is said to be globally solvable on T3 if for any
(f1, f2) ∈ E there exists u ∈ D ′(T3) satisfying Lju = fj , j = 1, 2.

When c is an exact 1-form, there exists, in particular, a global primitive of
b = Im c defined on T2 and, in this case, the global solvability is equivalent to the
connectedness of all superlevel and sublevel sets of such primitive. This result is
due to Cardoso and Hounie and is a consequence of results in [9].

The real case (b ≡ 0) was studied by the first author and Petronilho who showed
in [7] that (1.1) is globally solvable if and only if the 1-form a is either rational or
non-Liouville.

When a ≡ 0 and b is a closed, non-exact 1-form on T2, one has that the global
solvability of (1.1) is equivalent to the connectedness of all superlevel and sublevel
sets of a global primitive of Π∗b, where Π : T → T2 is the minimal covering, that is,
T = R2 when the periods of b are rationally independent and T = T1×R otherwise.
The former result was proved in [3] and the latter one in [4].

In this work we study the case when b is exact and a �≡ 0. In fact, our initial
motivation was to seek an understanding of the influence of the real part of c on
the global solvability. That such an influence is far from negligible can be seen, for
instance, in our main result; there, one can see that if one starts with a globally
solvable system with b exact and a ≡ 0, then, under a geometric assumption on the
position of the global maximum of the primitives of b, the addition of a real part
a will turn the system into a non-solvable one except for a discrete and countable
set of values of the periods of a.
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Here is our main result:

Theorem 1.2. Let b(t) be exact and set B(t) =
∫ t

0
b. Suppose that there are two

generators of the homology group of T2 which either do not intersect the level set
{t ∈ T2;B(t) = maxτ∈T2 B(τ )} or else do not intersect the level set {t ∈ T2;B(t) =
minτ∈T2 B(τ )}. Then the system L given by

Lj =
∂

∂tj
+ cj(t)

∂

∂x
, j = 1, 2,

is globally solvable on T3 if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

i. (a10, a20) ∈ Z2;
ii. for every r ∈ R, the sublevels Ωr = {t ∈ T2;B(t) < r} and the superlevels

Ωr = {t ∈ T2;B(t) > r} are connected.

It suffices to prove when the generators do not intersect the level set F .
= {t ∈

T2;B(t) = maxτ∈T2 B(τ )}. Indeed, the remaining case follows from applying the
change of variables (t, x) �→ (t,−x).

Observe that if b(t1, t2) = dt sin t2 = cos t2dt2, the condition about finding a
couple of generators in T2 that do not intersect the lines t2 = π/2 (maximum of B)
or t2 = 3π/2 (minimum of B) is not satisfied. Regarding this situation we have,
with a construction more involved than the ones in Theorem 1.2, the following.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose b(t) is exact and set B(t) =
∫ t

0
b. Suppose that we can find

coordinates (t1, t2, x) such that the following conditions are satisfied:

i. the maximum of the function B(t)
.
=

∫ t

0
Π∗b on [0, 2π]2 occurs on {0} ×

(0, 2π) and does not occur on [0, 2π]× {0};
ii. a10 is a Liouville number.

Then the system L is not globally solvable in T3.

We recall that an irrational number α is said to be a Liouville number if for each
N ∈ N there are integers p = p(N) �= 0 and q = q(N) > 1 such that |α−p/q| < q−N .

Other articles dealing with global solvability and global hypoellipticity of systems
of vector fields and directly related with this work are [2, 5, 6].

2. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Note that the real part of c(t) can always be assumed to be constant. In fact, if
A : R2 → R is a primitive of the pull-back of a(t), then the map∑

n∈Z

û(t, n)einx �−→
∑
n∈Z

û(t, n)ein(A(t)−a10t1−a20t2)einx

is an automorphism, S, of D ′(T3) and of C∞(T3), which satisfies

SLjS
−1 =

∂

∂tj
+ (aj0 + ibj(t))

∂

∂x
, j = 1, 2.

Furthermore, if, say, a10 ∈ Z, then we can modify S as∑
n∈Z

û(t, n)einx �−→
∑
n∈Z

û(t, n)ein(A(t)−a20t2)einx

to obtain, for the first vector field L1,

SL1S
−1 =

∂

∂t1
+ ib1(t)

∂

∂x
.
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Thus, the sufficiency of conditions i and ii follows from the result of Cardoso and
Hounie in [9] after one performs the conjugation∑

n∈Z

û(t, n)einx �−→
∑
n∈Z

û(t, n)einA(t)einx.

In order to prove the necessity we may assume that (a10, a20) �∈ Z2, for otherwise,
we can conjugate and use once again the result in [9].

Our next step will be to carry out the proof of necessity in the case when both
a10 and a20 are irrational. After that we will indicate briefly how to take care of
the remaining cases.

We may also assume that a(t) = a10dt1 + a20dt2.
We want to choose a convenient function h ∈ C∞(T3) in such a way that the

equations

(2.1) L1f2 = L2f1 = h

have smooth solutions, while

(2.2) Lju = fj , j = 1, 2,

have no solution in D ′(T3).
Taking partial Fourier series in L1f2 = L2f1 = h we have

∂f̂2
∂t1

(t, n) + inc1(t)f̂2(t, n) = ĥ(t, n), n ∈ Z,

and
∂f̂1
∂t2

(t, n) + inc2(t)f̂1(t, n) = ĥ(t, n), n ∈ Z.

Since a10 and a20 are both irrational numbers we have inaj0 �∈ iZ, j = 1, 2, for
all n ∈ Z, n �= 0, and one can solve the equations above obtaining

f̂1(t, n) = d2n

∫ 2π

0

e−in[C(t1,t2)−C(t1,t2−s2)]ĥ(t1, t2 − s2, n) ds2,(2.3)

f̂2(t, n) = d1n

∫ 2π

0

e−in[C(t1,t2)−C(t1−s1,t2)]ĥ(t1 − s1, t2, n) ds1,(2.4)

where

djn
.
= (1− e2πin aj0)−1, j = 1, 2,

C(t)
.
= A(t) + iB(t),

dtA(t) = a10dt1 + a20dt2, and dtB(t) = b1(t)dt1 + b2(t)dt2.

Thus, h has to be chosen such that
∑

n f̂j(t, n)e
inx is smooth, j = 1, 2. In other

words, ∂αf̂j(t, n) has to decay rapidly in n, and uniformly in t, for each α ∈ Z2
+.

If Lju = fj , j = 1, 2, happens to have a solution u, then, for n �= 0, its partial
Fourier coefficients are determined by

û(t, n) = d1nd2n

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

e−in[C(t)−C(t−s)]ĥ(t− s, n) ds1ds2.(2.5)

If we choose ĥ(t, 0) = ĥ(t, 0) = 0, then we can take f̂1(t, 0) = f̂2(t, 0) = 0 which
implies that (f1, f2) ∈ E.

We are done if h has the additional property that the right-hand side of (2.5)
does not grow slowly in n for some t.
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We may regard B as a function defined in R2 that is 2π-periodic in each variable.
Furthermore, it follows from the assumptions in Theorem 1.2 that this identification
can be achieved in such a way that the maximum of B does not occur on the
boundary of the square [0, 2π]2.

Let M be the maximum of B in [0, 2π]2 and take t∗ = (t∗1, t
∗
2) ∈ (0, 2π)2 such

that B(t∗) = M . Obviously, we can assume that B(0) = A(t∗) = 0 < M.
Now setting

M ′ .
= max

t1∈[0,2π]
B(t1, 0) and M ′′ .

= max
t2∈[0,2π]

B(0, t2),

we have

(2.6) 0 ≤ M ′,M ′′ < M.

Let χδ ∈ C∞
c (R2) be a function such that 0 ≤ χδ ≤ 1,

χδ(t) =

{
1, if t ∈ Qδ,

0, if t ∈ R2 \Q2δ,

where Qδ
.
= {τ ∈ R2; |τj | ≤ δ, j = 1, 2}, and 0 < δ < 1 is small enough such that

(2.7) |B(t)| ≤ M

2
, t ∈ Q2δ.

Setting

(2.8) Q∗ .
= −1

2
t∗ + [0, 2π]2,

consider the 2π-periodic real smooth functions q and r defined on R2 such that

q(t)
.
=

(
|t|2 − 1

)
· χδ(t) + 1,(2.9)

r(t)
.
= A(t) · χδ(t),(2.10)

for every t ∈ Q∗.
Decreasing δ > 0, if necessary, we may assume that Q2δ ⊂ int (Q∗).
For t ∈ R2 and n ∈ Z, we define

(2.11) ĥ(t, n)
.
=

{
cne

−n[M−B(t)+Kq(t)+i r(t)], if n ≥ 1,

0, if n ≤ 0,

where K > 0 and the sequence {cn}n∈N will both be chosen later on, and the
function h is given by

h(t, x)
.
=

∑
n∈Z

ĥ(t, n)einx, (t, x) ∈ R3.(2.12)

For each t ∈ R2 and n ≥ 1, by substituting the coefficients ĥ(t, n) in the formulas
(2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain

f̂1(t, n) = cnd2n

∫ 2π

0

e−nφ(t1,t2,0,s2) ds2,(2.13)

f̂2(t, n) = cnd1n

∫ 2π

0

e−nφ(t1,t2,s1,0) ds1,(2.14)

û(t, n) = cnd1nd2n

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

e−nφ(t,s) ds1 ds2,(2.15)
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where

φ(t, s)
.
= i[C(t)− C(t− s)] +M −B(t− s) +Kq(t− s) + i r(t− s)

(2.16)

for (t, s) ∈ R2 × R2, and we set

ϕ(t, s)
.
= −Re[φ(t, s)] = B(t)−M −Kq(t− s),(2.17)

ψ(t, s)
.
= Im[φ(t, s)] = A(t)−A(t− s) + r(t− s).(2.18)

Since for each n ∈ N, ĥ(·, n), f̂1(·, n), f̂2(·, n) and û(·, n) are 2π-periodic smooth
functions in R2, it is enough to study their behavior in a square of sidelength 2π,
in particular, in Q∗ given by (2.8).

We have

Proposition 2.1. Let {cn}n∈N be a sequence such that

(2.19) {cne−nM
2 }n∈N ∈ S (N).

Then for all sufficiently large K > 0 we have h ∈ C∞(T3).

Proof. We choose K > 1 such that K ≥ M/2.
We observe that if t ∈ Q∗ \ Q2δ, then χδ ≡ 0 which implies q(t) = 1 and

M − B(t) + Kq(t) = M − B(t) + K � M/2. Now, if t ∈ Qδ, then χδ ≡ 1 and
|B(t)| � M/2, by (2.7), thus M −B(t)+Kq(t) = M −B(t)+K|t|2 � M/2. Finally
if t ∈ Q2δ \Qδ, then |B(t)| � M/2 and q(t) � 0 which implies M −B(t) +Kq(t) �
M −B(t) � M/2.

Thus M −B(t) +Kq(t) � M/2, for all t ∈ Q∗, which implies

(2.20) |ĥ(t, n)| = |cn| e−n[M−B(t)+Kq(t)] < |cn| e−nM/2,

for all n ∈ N and t ∈ Q∗.
For α, β ∈ Z+, we have ∂α+β ĥ(t, n) = ĥ(t, n)P (t, n, α, β), where P satisfies

|P (t, n, α, β)| ≤ Cα,β nα+β, n ∈ N and t ∈ Q∗, which implies

|∂(α,β)ĥ(t, n)| ≤ Cα,β nα+β|cn| e−nM/2,

for all t ∈ Q∗, and n ∈ N. Since {cne−nM
2 }n∈N ∈ S (N), it follows that h ∈

C∞(T3). �
We also have

Proposition 2.2. Let {cn}n∈N be a sequence such that

(2.21) {cnd2nen
M′′−M

2 }n∈N ∈ S (N).

Then, for all sufficiently large K > 0,

f1(t, x) =

∞∑
n=1

f̂1(t, n)e
inx

with f̂1(t, n) given by (2.13) defines a smooth function.

Proof. Let ϕ0(t1, t2, s2)
.
= ϕ(t1, t2, 0, s2), (t1, t2, s2) ∈ Q∗ × [0, 2π].

From (2.13) we obtain

|f̂1(t, n)| ≤ 2π|cnd2n| sup
s2∈[0,2π]

e−nϕ0(t1,t2,s2),

where ϕ0(t1, t2, s2) = B(t1, t2)−M −Kq(t1, t2 − s2).
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It is useful to find all points (t1, t2, s2) ∈ Q∗ × [0, 2π] such that q(t1, t2 − s2) = 0

because at those points, K plays no role in the decay of f̂1(t, n).
We have q(t1, t2−s2) = 0, with (t1, t2, s2) ∈ Q∗× [0, 2π], if and only if (t1, t2, s2)

is in the set

X
.
= {(0, t2, t2); 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 2π − t∗2/2} ∪ {(0, t2, t2 + 2π);−t∗2/2 ≤ t2 ≤ 0},

and on such points

ϕ0(t1, t2, s2) = B(0, t2)−M ≤ M ′′ −M.

Since X is a compact set, there exists an open neighborhood U of X such that

ϕ0(t1, t2, s2) <
1

2
(M ′′ −M), for (t1, t2, s2) ∈ U .

Let η > 0 be the global minimum of (t1, t2, s2) �→ q(t1, t2 − s2) on the compact
set F

.
= (Q∗ × [0, 2π]) \ U . Then

ϕ0(t1, t2, s2) ≤ −Kq(t1, t2 − s2) ≤ −Kη, ∀(t1, t2, s2) ∈ F.

We may increase K > 1, if necessary, so that −Kη < 1
2 (M

′′ − M), and from
(2.6), we have

(2.22) ϕ0(t1, t2, s2) <
1

2
(M ′′ −M) < 0, (t1, t2, s2) ∈ Q∗ × [0, 2π].

Therefore,

|f̂1(t, n)| ≤ |cnd2n| 2π en(M
′′−M)/2.

Finally, for each α, β ∈ Z+, we have

|∂(α,β)f̂1(t, n)| ≤ |cnd2n|
∫ 2π

0

enϕ0(t1,t2,s2) |P (t, n, α, β)| ds2,

where P (t, n, α, β) satisfies |P (t, n, α, β)| ≤ Cα,β nα+β , ∀n ∈ N and t ∈ Q∗, for
some Cα,β > 0, which implies

|∂(α,β)f̂1(t, n)| ≤ |cnd2n| Cα,β nα+β

∫ 2π

0

enϕ0(t1,t2,s2) ds2

≤ 2π |cnd2n|Cα,β nα+β en(M
′′−M)/2, ∀n ∈ N and t ∈ Q∗.

Since {cn}n∈N satisfies (2.21), it follows that f1 ∈ C∞(T3). �

We have a similar result for f2, the proof of which will be omitted.

Proposition 2.3. Let {cn}n∈N be a sequence such that

(2.23) {cnd1nen
M′−M

2 }n∈N ∈ S (N).

Then, for all sufficiently large K > 0,

f2(t, x) =
∞∑

n=1

f̂2(t, n)e
inx

with f̂2(t, n) given by (2.14) defines a smooth function.

The last step is to show that for some t ∈ T2, the sequence {û(t, n)}n∈N, given
by (2.15), does not correspond to a distribution on the torus T3.
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Proposition 2.4. Let {cn}n∈N be a sequence such that

(2.24) {cnd1nd2n}n∈N �∈ S ′(N).

Then, for all K > 0, the sequence on the right-hand side of (2.15) does not corre-
spond to the partial Fourier coefficients of any distribution on the torus T3.

Proof. By (2.15) we have

û(t∗, n) = cnd1nd2n

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

e−nφ(t∗,s) ds1 ds2

= cnd1nd2n

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

en(ϕ−i ψ)(t∗,s) ds1 ds2,

where

ϕ(t∗, s) = B(t∗)−M −Kq(t∗ − s), = −Kq(t∗ − s),

ψ(t∗, s) = A(t∗)−A(t∗ − s) + r(t∗ − s).

We rewrite û(t∗, n) as follows:

(2.25) û(t∗, n) = cnd1nd2n (In + Jn),

where

In =

∫ ∫
|t∗−s|<δ

e−nφ(t∗,s) ds1 ds2 and Jn
.
=

∫ ∫
|t∗−s|≥δ

e−nφ(t∗,s) ds1 ds2.

We now study the behavior of the sequences {In}n∈N and {Jn}n∈N.

Lemma 2.5. The sequence {Jn}n∈N decays exponentially when n → ∞.

Proof. If |t∗− s| ≥ δ, then we have ϕ(t∗, s) = −Kq(t∗ − s) ≤ −Kδ2, which implies

0 ≤ |
∫ ∫

|t∗−s|≥δ

e−nφ(t∗,s) ds1 ds2| ≤
∫ ∫

|t∗−s|≥δ

enϕ(t
∗,s) ds1 ds2 ≤ 4π2e−nKδ2 ,

for all n ∈ N, and thus {Jn}n∈N decays exponentially when n → ∞. �

Lemma 2.6. There exists a constant C > 0 such that

C
1

nK
≤ |In| ≤ π

1

nK
, n ∈ N.

Proof. Note that if |t∗− s| < δ, then χδ(t
∗ − s) = 1, which implies

φ(t∗, s) = −Kq(t∗ − s)− i(A(t∗)−A(t∗ − s) + r(t∗ − s))

= −K|t∗ − s|2 − iA(t∗) = −K|t∗ − s|2,
thus, we have

(2.26) |In| =
∫ ∫

|t∗−s|<δ

enK|t∗−s|2 ds1 ds2.

Making the change of variable σ
.
=

√
nK (t∗− s) in the above integral we obtain

|In| =
1

nK

∫ ∫
|σ|<δ

√
nK

e−|σ|2dσ1 dσ2,

which implies that |In| = C(n)/nK where C(n)
.
=

∫∫
|σ|<δ

√
nK

e−|σ|2dσ1 dσ2.
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We note that {C(n)}n∈N is an increasing sequence and

C(1) ≤ C(n) =

∫ ∫
|σ|<δ

√
nK

e−|σ|2 dσ1dσ2 ≤
∫ ∫

R2

e−|σ|2dσ1 dσ2 = π.

Therefore, C(1)
1

nK
≤ |In| ≤ π

1

nK
, for all n ∈ N. �

Now we resume the proof of Proposition 2.4. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we have

C(1)
1

nK
cnd1nd2n ≤ u(t∗, n), n ∈ N.

Since {cn}n∈N satisfies (2.24), then {û(t∗, n)}n∈N is not slowly increasing, complet-
ing the proof of Proposition 2.4. �

We now present a sequence {cn}n∈N satisfying the conditions required in Propo-
sitions 2.1 through 2.4.

For this, consider the sequence {cn}n∈N given by

(2.27) cn
.
=

enL

d1nd2n
, n ∈ N,

where L
.
= min {(M −M ′)/4, (M −M ′′)/4} > 0.

Note that, for any n ∈ N:

i. |cn| e−nM
2 ≤ enL

|d1nd2n|
e−nM

2 ≤ 4 en[
M
4 −M

2 ] = 4 e−nM
4 ;

ii. |cnd2n|e−nM−M′′
2 ≤ enL

|d1nd2n|
|d2n| e−nM−M′′

2 ≤ 2 e−nM−M′′
4 ;

iii. |cnd1n| e−nM−M′
2 ≤ enL

|d1nd2n|
|d1n| e−nM−M′

2 ≤ 2 e−nM−M′
4 ;

iv. |cnd1nd2n| =
enL

|d1n||d2n|
|d1n||d2n| = enL.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2 in the case when a10 and a20 are irrational
numbers. �

In the case that a10 is irrational and a20 is rational, one can make a change
of variables in T2 that preserves the assumption on F to obtain that both a10
and a20 are irrational numbers. More precisely, if σ1 and σ2 are the generators as
in Theorem 1.2, then the new generators will be homologous to σ1 and σ1 + σ2,
respectively. Similarly, if a20 is irrational and a10 is rational.

In the case when a10, a20 ∈ Q\Z, the proof can be adapted by setting ĥ(t, n) = 0
for all the frequencies n ∈ N where na10 or na20 are integers.

In the case, say, when a10 ∈ Z and, hence, a20 �∈ Z, as before, it is possible
to find new coordinates in T2 such that the corresponding a10 and a20 are both
non-integral numbers.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete. �
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.3

Since a10 is a Liouville number, it follows that there exists an increasing sequence
{nk}k∈N, nk ∈ N, such that

(3.1) |d1nk
| =

∣∣∣∣ 1

1− e−2πinka10

∣∣∣∣ > nk
k.

First we address the case when a20 is an irrational number. We use the same
notation as in the previous section.

By hypothesis i, the maximum of B on the square [0, 2π]2 is attained at a point
t∗ = (0, t∗2) with 0 < t∗2 < 2π.

By hypothesis ii, we have

(3.2) 0 ≤ M ′ < M = M ′′.

As before we will define a smooth function h such that there exists a pair of
smooth functions (f1, f2) ∈ E satisfying L1f2 = L2f1 = h, but the equations
Lju = fj , j = 1, 2, have no solution in D ′.

Let us fix a sequence {nk}k∈N such that (3.1) holds, and for each n ∈ N and
t ∈ R2 define

(3.3) ĥ(t, n)
.
=

{
cnk

e−nk[M−B(t)+Kq(t)+i r(t)], n = nk for some k ≥ 1,

0, otherwise,

where the value of K > 0 and the sequence {cnk
}k∈N will be chosen later. Let h be

the function given by (2.12).
The proofs of the results below are similar to the ones given in the previous

section and will be omitted.

Proposition 3.1. Let {cnk
}k∈N be a sequence that satisfies

(3.4) {cnk
e−nk

M
2 }k∈N ∈ S (N).

Then h ∈ C∞(T3).

Proposition 3.2. Let {cnk
}k∈N be a sequence that satisfies

(3.5) {cnk
d2nk

}k∈N ∈ S (N).

Then, for all sufficiently large K > 0,

f1(t, x) =

∞∑
n=1

f̂1(t, n)e
inx

with f̂1(t, n) given by (2.13), and ĥ(t, n) defined by (3.3), is a smooth function.

Proposition 3.3. Let {cnk
}k∈N be a real sequence such that

(3.6) {cnk
d1nk

enk
M′−M

2 }k∈N ∈ S (N).

Then, for all sufficiently large K > 0,

f2(t, x) =
∞∑

n=1

f̂2(t, n)e
inx

with f̂2(t, n) given by (2.14), with ĥ(t, n) defined by (3.3), is a smooth function.
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Proposition 3.4. Let {cnk
}k∈N be a sequence such that

(3.7) {cnk
d1nk

d2nk
}k∈N �∈ S ′(N).

Then, for all K > 0, the sequence on the right-hand side of (2.15) does not corre-
spond to the partial Fourier coefficients of any distribution on the torus T3.

In order to finish the proof of Theorem 1.3, we need to present a sequence {cnk
}

satisfying the conditions required in Propositions 3.1 through 3.4.
Now, consider the following sets:

I1
.
=

{
nk ; |d1nk

| � enk
M−M′

2

}
and I2

.
=

{
nk ; |d1nk

| < enk
M−M′

2

}
.

We observe that either I1 or I2 is an infinite set.

a. If I1 is an infinite set, we take

(3.8) cnk

.
=

{
|d1nk

d2nk
|−1enk(M−M ′)/4, nk ∈ I1,

0, otherwise.

b. Otherwise, I2 is an infinite set, and we take

(3.9) cnk

.
=

{
|d1nk

|−1/2|d2nk
|−1, nk ∈ I2,

0, otherwise.

In case (a), for any k ∈ N, we have:

a1. |cnk
e−nkM/2| ≤ |d1nk

d2nk
|−1enk(M−M ′)/4e−nkM/2

≤ 4e−nk(M+M ′)/4;

a2. |cnk
d2nk

| ≤ |d2nk
||d1nk

d2nk
|−1enk(M−M ′)/4

≤ e−nk(M−M ′)/2enk(M−M ′)/4

≤ e−nk(M−M ′)/4;

a3. |cnk
d1nk

e−nk(M−M ′)/2| ≤ |d1nk
d2nk

|−1enk(M−M ′)/4|d1nk
|e−nk(M−M ′)/2

≤ 2 e−nk(M−M ′)/4;

a4. |cnk
d1nk

d2nk
| = | d1nk

d2nk
|−1enk(M−M ′)/4|d1nk

||d2nk
|

= enk(M−M ′)/4, for nk ∈ I1.
In case (b), for any k ∈ N, we have:

b1. |cnk
e−nkM/2| ≤ |d1nk

|−1/2|d2nk
|−1e−nkM/2

≤ 2
√
2e−nkM/2;

b2. |cnk
d2nk

| = |d1nk
|−1/2|d2nk

|−1|d2nk
|

≤ n
−k/2
k ;

b3. |cnk
d1nk

enk(M
′−M)/2| ≤ |d1nk

|−1/2|d2nk
|−1|d1nk

|enk(M
′−M)/2

≤ 2|d1nk
|1/2enk(M

′−M)/2

≤ enk(M−M ′)/4enk(M
′−M)/2 = e−nk(M−M ′)/4;

b4. |cnk
d1nk

d2nk
| = |d1nk

|−1/2|d2nk
|−1|d1nk

d2nk
|

= |d1nk
|1/2 ≥ n

k/2
k , for nk ∈ I2.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the case when a20 is an irrational
number.

When a20 ∈ Q, one can make a change of variables in T2 that preserves the
assumption on F to obtain that a20 is an irrational number, and a10 is the same
Liouville number. �
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